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Where are we?

- Presented first at IETF 111 (had a side meeting)
- Again at IETF 112 (had a side meeting)
- Working on implementation (Linux kernel + API into user space, HPKE)
- Working on light-weight, general purpose registration protocol (demonstration at side meeting IETF 113)
Protocol Flow Summary: Registration

1. Primary client initiates a request to the primary server. The request contains a list of available ciphersuites for KEM, KDF, and AEAD.

2. Primary server responds to the primary client with one of the available ciphersuites and shares its public key.

3. Primary client generates a secret and its encapsulation. The primary client sends the encapsulation and a salt to the primary server. The salt is required during KDF in the Data Transfer phase.

4. Primary Server generates the secret with the help of the encapsulation and responds with a status message.

5. Primary server shares this key with secondary servers over TLS.

6. Primary client generates the client-specific secrets with the help of KDF by using the info parameter as the Client IP address. The primary client shares these keys with the corresponding secondary clients over TLS.
Ready for WG Adoption?

Thoughts?